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Abstract—A simpliﬁed protocol and associated metrics based
on Signal Detection Theory (SDT) for subjective Video Quality
Assessment (VQA) is proposed with the aim of ﬁlling the gap
existing between the lack of discrimination abilities of objective
Quality Estimates (specially when perceptually motivated pro-
cessing methods are involved) and the costly normative subjective
quality tests. The proposed protocol employs a reduced number
of assessors and provides a quality ranking of the methods being
evaluated. It is intended for providing the rapid experimental
turn around necessary for developing algorithms. We have
validated our proposal by corroborating with our test a well-
known result for the video coding community: the quality beneﬁts
of including an in-loop deblocking ﬁlter. A software interface to
design and administrate the test is also made publicly available.
Index Terms—Video Quality Assessment, Subjective Quality,
Signal Detection Theory, Statistical Decission Theory, Pair Com-
parison.
I. INTRODUCTION
Subjective quality assessment is of paramount importance
for the characterization of the performance of every media
processing or transmission system whose end user is a human
being. The main drawback of these methods is always their
cost, which limits the number of variants or parameters of the
investigated methods that can be explored. Hence, normative
protocols as described in [1] are usually too cumbersome
to assess the effects of minor algorithmic variations and not
feasible for quotidian lab experimentation.
Alternatively, objective Video Quality Assessment (VQA)
metrics can be employed for video quality evaluation. Simple
metrics such as the Mean Squared Error (MSE) and the Peak
Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) are frequently used. Other more
sophisticated methods for VQA have been instead proposed
aiming at modelling functional components of the Human
Visual System (HVS). Some well-known algorithms include
the Moving Pictures Quality Metric (MPQM), the Sarnoff Just
Noticeable Difference (JND) vision model [2], and the Digital
Video Quality (DVQ) metric [3]. However, these methods are
highly complex and do not adequately account for the temporal
distortions due to alterations of the motion trajectories.
A new framework in VQA attempting to measure features
that HSV associates with loss of quality has recently grown
on popularity. Features such as blocking effect, blur, edge and
texture information, etc. are measured in both the reference
and distorted video sequences so the discrepancies encoun-
tered are indicators of visual quality. Popular VQA algorithms
using this approach include the Video Quality Metric (VQM)
[4], extensions of the Structural SIMilarity (SSIM) index [5]
for video signals [6], and the recently proposed MOtion-based
Video INtegrity Evaluation (MOVIE) index [7].
Most of these VQA methods provide a good performance
when measuring typical spatial and temporal distortions pro-
duced during the acquisition, processing, coding and transmis-
sion. Nevertheless, they could result in a lack of effectiveness
to evaluate speciﬁc perceptual video coding systems where,
for instance, the salient areas of visual attention are given a
higher bit allocation precedence than the remaining areas.
In this paper we put forward a simpliﬁed subjective test
within a SDT framework including elements from behavioral
sciences for the design of the data acquisition procedure. In
particular, the subjective quality comparison of two (or more)
alternative methodologies can be obtained following these
principles:
• The comparison is made indirectly since only pairs of
video sequences generated with the same method (but
perhaps using different values of the free parameters) are
presented, requiring a simple yes/no answer. In the case
study of Sec. IV, for example, we employ different bitrate
reductions of each of the two contender video coders to
obtain such pairs. In this way, we force assessors to focus
on the depth of the distortions produced by each alterna-
tive algorithm along with the bitrate reductions avoiding
the difﬁculty of comparing two different techniques that
are likely to produce distortions of different nature.
• After each trial the assessor is provided with the correct
answer since, thanks to the previously mentioned design,
the correct answer is known a priori (in our example,
the reference bitrate is always better than any bitrate
reduction). This contributes to a better deﬁnition of the
decision threshold and is more motivating since assessors
always try to guess the rationale behind the experiment.
• Sessions can always be paused and resumed whenever
the assessors feel tired.
As a consequence, the following advantages are obtained:
• Small number of assessors are needed though the number
of trials per session needs to be high to achieve statis-
tically signiﬁcant results and therefore the sessions are
usually of long duration.
• It complies better with hypothesis testing statistical as-
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sumptions since both hypothesis within a pair are ex-
pected to have similar pdf shapes.
• As per design, the number of trials are always balanced
among pairs simplifying the statistical analysis.
• It is more suitable for detecting small improvements than
scale-based quality estimators (e.g. Mean Opinion Score
(MOS)) since it only demands from the assessor a simple
yes/no answer. As we will demonstrate in Sec. IV-B, the
assessor’s inability to decide in particular situations is
correctly acknowledged by the employed measure.
This paper is organized as follows: an introduction to the
signal detection framework in section II is followed by our
interpretation of this framework for (VQA). A case study to
validate our method is presented in section IV. Conclusions
and future work close the paper.
II. A SIGNAL DETECTION THEORY FRAMEWORK
SDT was introduced into the ﬁeld of psychology and it
has been widely adopted as a means of empirical framework
design specially in tasks that aim at explaining various aspects
of human cognition. The purpose of this paper is to bow
for the re-adoption of this theory for VQA. An extensive
description of the fundamentals of SDT can be found in [8].
For a comprehensive and more up to date review the reader
is referred to [9].
The original goal of SDT is to ﬁnd out if two different
types of stimuli are distinguishable. These stimuli are referred
to signal and noise. Therefore, in perceptual experiments, a
human assessor is challenged with the task of deciding whether
these stimuli can be told apart or not. A total number of K
trials of any of the two stimuli (delivered in random order) are
presented to the assessor who has to provide a simple yes/no
answer to the following question: Is trialk a signal?
To answer this question, the assessor needs to perceptually
measure the stimulus as a function of a hidden decision
variable that is only available in his mind since it is the
result of a perceptual evaluation. In particular, a criterion
threshold needs to be placed in a certain position of the
decision variable axis. We will adopt the convention (the
reversed would be equally admisible) that if the result of
the perceptual measurement exceeds the criterion, then the
assessor will reply yes to the SDT question. Otherwise, the
answer will be no.
The degree to which the difference between signal and noise
can be perceived by the assessor will be inversely proportional
to the amount of overlap between their distributions across
the decision variable. Unfortunately, this cannot be directly
observed and therefore, we need a way to indirectly measure
the distance between the two distributions.
The experiments must be designed so that the correct answer
to the SDT question is known a priori which allows the
computation of the following contingency table:
Stimulus
Signal Noise
Response ‘yes’ (Signal) H FA‘no’ (Noise) M CR
where H represents the number of Hits (also known as
correct answers, true positives or correct detections), FA is
the number of False Alarms (or false positives or incorrect
detections), M is the number of Misses (also false negatives or
omission errors) and CR is the number of Correct Rejections
(or true negatives).
From these values, parametric and non parametric estima-
tions of the separation of the two distributions can be made
computing what is called a sensitivity index [10]–[13]. A
popular parametric estimation is called d′ (pronounced dee-
prime).
For the calculation of d′ we apply the simple equation:
d′ = Φ−1(HR)− Φ−1(FAR) (1)
where Φ−1(p) is the quantile function or the inverse of the
normal cumulative density function with σ = 1 1:
Φ−1(p) ≡ zp =
√
2 erf−1 (2p− 1) p ∈ (0, 1) (2)
being erf(x) the Gauss error function, HR the Hit Rate and
FAR, the False Alarm Rate. See details in [14].
It is now commonly accepted that there is very small
variability among human observers when it comes to basic
visual functions such as detection and discrimination among
stimuli. As a result, it has become a common practice to
test only a few subjects (2-5) in a given study, as long as
reliable experimental methodology, such as signal detection, is
used, which measures the percept unconfounded with response
(decision) bias.
III. SIGNAL DETECTION THEORY FOR VQA
Let us assume that our goal is to compare N video coding
alternatives. To apply SDT to each technique, we need to
provide a controlled way to produce (R+1) different quality
samples from each of the N techniques (at least two) : the ﬁrst
of them will be considered ‘the reference’ and the remaining
R will be tested against it in individual experimental sessions.
This can be easily accomplished by producing R reductions
of a reference bitrate from each of the coding proposals. In
general, every processing technique is likely to adopt some
kind of trade-off that could be exploited for these purposes.
Then, N ×R sessions must be designed where the kth trial
consists of the presentation of a pair of versions of the same
video sequence processed with the nth technique in random
order: the reference version and its rth bitrate reduction. Thus,
two coding techniques are never directly confronted since our
goal is to perform an indirect comparison by quantifying for
which techniques the bitrate reductions are more noticeable.
It is worth noting that in order to compute HR and FAR
the best quality sample of the pair must be known a priori.
This requirement is easily achieved in our case study by
assuming that, for a given video coder, higher bitrates imply
a better quality. Though this can be potentially controversial,
1Therefore, the resulting d′ will be proportional to the σs = σn or, in other
words, d′ is measured in standard deviation units which, for the purposes of
this paper is irrelevant.
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our opinion is that this prerequisite can be easily met in a
variety of situations since trade-offs (as the bitrate-quality of
video coders) abound in media processing.
Then the SDT question needs to be recast as:
VQA question: Is the ﬁrst video sequence of trialk(n, r)
better in comparison with the second? 2
Now, the assessors need to answer based on a criterion
they set on a hidden decision variable. The signal and noise
distributions in section II are now, respectively, the distribution
of trials where the ﬁrst sequence is better than the second
(stimulus S1 in the sequel) and the distribution of trials where
the second sequence is better than the ﬁrst (stimulus S2).
Collecting the answers as in the table of section II allows the
calculus of d′ as deﬁned in equation (1).
IV. A CASE STUDY: THE DEBLOCKING FILTER IN H.264
To validate our method we have re-evaluated a very well-
known result in video coding: the inclusion of an in-loop
deblocking ﬁlter produces perceptually enhanced quality [16].
A. Experimental setup
A simpliﬁed version of the Pair Comparison method de-
scribed in [1], recommended for its high discriminatory ability
when the test items are almost identical in quality was carried
out. Speciﬁcally, those recommendations for subjects and
sequences selection were followed so that parameters of the
experimental setup laid between recommended margins.
A set of 90 clips, consisting mostly of sections of traditional
test video sequences, were arranged for the experiment. The
duration of each clip varies between 3 and 7 seconds. A
reference bit rate of 512 kbps was selected for the experiments
as well as three different bit rate reductions for each base
bit rate. All these operating points were accurately achieved
by means of the variable bit rate control algorithm described
in [17]. implemented on the Joint Video Team (JVT) H.264
reference software version JM 12.2. As mentioned before, two
different versions of this encoder were employed in which
the only difference is the activation/deactivation of the in-loop
deblocking ﬁlter.
For each one of the 6 test sessions, corresponding to three
bit Rate Reductions (RR) for both encoder versions, test
clips were shown in pairs of reference and reduced-rate clip
versions, and the aim of the test was to measure the ability
of the assessors to detect the reduced bit rate version of each
pair, which was shown twice in reverse order to cancel the bias
effect, i.e. the tendency of each subject to choose the ﬁrst or
second sequence as the best when in doubt. For each pair, the
correct answer was fed back to the assessor after his choice in
order to train the subject. Therefore, 180 trials were evaluated
altogether in each of the sessions by each of the 4 assessors,
two of them naive and two experts.
2Of course, this question can be rephrased into a more natural one as
‘Which of the two sequences is better?’ that is what we actually implement
in the interface available on-line [15]. However, from a theoretical point of
view, we adopt the more artiﬁcial question that allows for a yes/no answer.
B. Results
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Fig. 1. Sensitivity (d′) and Bias (c) to Rate Reductions of 10, 20 and 30% of
the video coder with and without the deblocking ﬁlter for assessor #1−#3
(resp. (a) - (c))
The results obtained for assessors #1, #2 and #3 are
depicted in ﬁgure 1. The fourth assessor’s results are not
presented here since the sensitivity indexes collected where
too low (d′ < 0.3 for all the sessions), indicating either a lack
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of attention or some kind of visual impairment. In our opinion,
far from considering this a failure we regard it as a desirable
feature since the results clearly alert of these kind of situations,
preventing misuses. Biases’ metrics are also included here for
the sake of completeness.
The ﬁrst obvious observation that can be made from the
positive slope of the sensitivity lines is that, as the RR
increases it is easier to distinguish between the reference and
the reduced bit rate clips. Thus, for a RR of 30% and for all
the assessors, d′ is around 1.5 when the deblocking ﬁlter is
on and near 2.0 when it is absent. From this, we can conclude
that the distributions of stimulus S1 and S2 exhibit only a
small overlapping area. On the other end of the plots, when
the RR is only a 10%, d′ is around 0.0, indicating that the
distributions of both stimulus almost totally overlapped.
More importantly, and with the only exception of the
RR=10% and assessor #2 (ﬁgure 1(b)), the no deblocking
sensitivity lines are always on top of the deblocking ones. As
we already said, this is a very well-known conclusion that
corroborates that our quality assessment method is working
properly since it clearly indicates that using the in-loop de-
blocking ﬁlter of H.264 improves the quality of the resulting
coded sequences or, in other words, when this ﬁlter is absent
the bitrate reductions are more noticeable.
It is worth noting that the aforementioned exception is not
signiﬁcant since it only appears when the RR is very low and
d′ values are, accordingly, very low as well. In essence, if the
bit rates of two samples of the same sequence are very close,
it is not possible to tell them apart and, therefore, it does not
matter if the deblocking ﬁlter is on or not. On the other end,
for RR of 30% the differences are systematic for all three
observers. We have performed simple z tests on each of the
pairs compared that demonstrate that the difference between
applying or not the deblocking ﬁlter is statistically signiﬁcant
with the exception of assessor #2.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have proposed a novel subjective quality
test for rapid experimentation turn-around based on SDT
where:
• The subjective quality measure provided is always rela-
tive as the presentation of the trials is based on a pair
comparison. The results of the assessments are rankings
of methods.
• The assessors are required to answer an elementary yes/no
question avoiding the difﬁculty of gradings. This makes
our proposal suitable for discerning among similar meth-
ods by making the decision simpler and more natural.
• Two processing techniques are never directly confronted
since our goal is to perform an indirect comparison by
quantifying the inﬂuence of their trade-off parameters.
• The number of assessors can be small as it is only
required for validate the results of the ranking.
We have validated our proposal by testing it on the well-
known result that the deblocking ﬁlter improves the perceptual
quality in video coding.
Our future lines of work contemplate the extension to
threshold analysis by using adaptive psychophysical proce-
dures like PEST or QUEST.
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